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A B S T R A C T

What motivates runners to bunch at round finishing times? Is it merely the immediate
gratification that round time finishing brings, or do athletes set single-stage round time subgoals
to help them attain multiple-stage end goals related to their future performance? To examine
this question, I construct a new panel data set that covers all finishing times of 7000 major
running events of different distances organized in the Netherlands between 1996–2016.

For all distances and age groups, I find strong evidence of bunching at round finishing
times for both genders, but men engage in round time finishing more frequently than women.
No relation is found between round time finishing and running experience. In shorter distance
runs, round time finishing is much more prevalent when the reference time is ambitious. This is
no proof that runners do not set round time subgoals. It however does suggest that meeting or
just missing such a single-race subgoal makes no difference for a runner’s future performance
in terms of continuing to race, running faster or running longer distances. It also suggests that
the excessive amount of round time finishes we observe in all types of races is mainly driven
by the immediate gratification (and possibly status) it gives the runner.

. Introduction

Optimization is a central premise in most of economic theory. The life-cycle model of consumption for example predicts that
eople smooth consumption to maximize intertemporal utility. In practice, problems of self-control pose an important impediment
o reaching this pinnacle of utility. Goal setting may help people to reign in self-control problems and enable them to reach higher
ong-term threshold levels of consumption, wealth or health. In turn, people may make better progress towards overall goals when
hey set proximate subgoals. This idea already appears in Heath et al. (1999) who propose that goals serve as reference points. Goal
etting invokes a mental process that systematically changes the value of outcomes: Outcomes that fall short of the goal trigger a
egative emotion whereas successes generate a positive reaction. Using a similar distinction, Locke et al. (1970, p. 154) classify
eople into hedonic types who set goals because of the immediate pleasure that is gained from meeting the goal, and types who
et subgoals to achieve long-range end goals. Recent theoretical contributions (Hsiaw, 2013; Koch & Nafziger, 2011) derive more
ormally how setting incremental subgoals assists time-inconsistent agents in self-regulation and in reaching more ambitious long-run
bjectives. Whereas people often seem to set subgoals to attenuate intertemporal planning problems, field evidence of the relation
etween subgoals and end goals is scarce. I aim to contribute to filling this gap by examining the role goal setting plays in the career
f amateur runners.

Commitment devices and goal setting can help individuals to attenuate self-control problems created by time-inconsistent
references. The large supply of commitment devices and tips to keep runners motivated suggest that runners face self-control
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problems as well. One of the most popular web services to track human exercise, Strava, is build on the idea of social motivation
and currently has over 76 million users. Strava (Evans, 2021) has recently clustered its users into five types, finding that the most
common type is the ‘‘reluctant runner’’. Every list of tips to motivate runners includes ‘set goals’ and the internet is replete with
downloadable training plans that help runners to reach end goals for different distances and experience levels. These plans’ titles
often state the end goal, such as ‘Nail your 1st half marathon’, ‘Sub 2-Hour Half Marathon Training Plan’, ‘5k to 10k Training Plan’
etc.1

In research on sports, the idea that short-term goals can facilitate the achievement of long-term objectives dates back to Locke
nd Latham (1985) who propose, but do not test, specific goals for different sports. In an empirical study related to the current one,
llen et al. (2017) convincingly show that marathon runners excessively bunch just before round finishing times such as 3h, 3h30m
nd 4h. Moreover, by the availability of split times they can establish that runners speed up in the last stretch when this allows them
o finish within a round time limit.2 The evidence of round time finishing in Allen et al. strongly suggests that runners do set time

goals. This interpretation is corroborated by Markle et al. (2018) who explicitly ask marathon participants about their time goal
and the importance of achieving this goal. They find that marathon runners experience a jump in satisfaction when finishing time
equals the reference point. While admittedly some runners have goals that are not round numbers (e.g. trying instead to beat their
personal best), Markle et al. (2018, p. 46) report that almost half (49.1%) of the surveyed runners choose a half-hour or hour-goal.3

I will employ a novel panel data set containing over three million finishing times of about one million unique runners
participating in over 7000 running events of different length over a twenty year time period to revisit Allen et al. (2017). I will
examine whether their results on round time finishing in marathons replicate and extend to a more general pool of runners who run
distances ranging from 5k to the marathon. This is of interest because the group of people that run marathons arguably is a highly
selected group. People start running (half) marathons at a later age than the shorter distances.4 Besides the age–distance relation,
many people who run shorter distances drop out and never get to running longer distances such as the (half) marathon.5

Then I will explore how observed differences in round time finishing relate to gender, age, race length and running experience.
If round time finishing reflects the presence of underlying (sub)goals, one expects to observe more round time finishing among
groups for whom the benefits of goal setting are higher. In another study on distance running, Krawczyk and Wilamowski (2019)
argue that the task difficulty of completing a race is greater for longer races and slower runners. Experimental evidence finds that,
all other things equal, men choose harder tasks more frequently (Niederle & Yestrumskas, 2008). This suggests a higher frequency
of round time finishing in longer races, among men and among less experienced runners.

Next I examine whether athletes view round time finishing as goal in itself or as a subgoal to help them attain multiple-stage
end goals related to their future performance. In studying the relation between current race round time finishing and future race
performance, I use the fact that I observe runners repeatedly across different races. Allen et al. (2017), Markle et al. (2018) and
Krawczyk and Wilamowski (2019) all take a within-race perspective and by and large ignore considerations that span several races.
Allen et al. (2017) find evidence that within a race, runners plan and pace towards round reference points and Markle et al. (2018)
show that marathon runners with explicit single-run time goals strive to meet them. In addition, Allen et al. (2017) plausibly rule
out that the round time finishing in their data is driven by explicit rewards such as qualifying for the Boston marathon, or by
institutional details such as the presence of pacesetters. This however leaves the question which underlying behavioral primitive
triggers round time finishing. Is it primarily a cognitive phenomenon (we are wired such that we naturally compare our finishing
times with round reference points) of which the main payoff is the immediate gratification or do runners also use round finishing
times as proximate subgoals to achieve a more distant end goal?

Like Allen et al. (2017) I lack direct information on the time goal runners set and I also do not directly observe a runner’s
long-term objectives, if any. Hence I will focus on the correlation between current round time finishing and observable measures of
future race performance, such as continuing to race, running the same distance faster or running longer distances. My identifying
assumption is that when better future performance is part of a runner’s motivation to finish within a round time, round time finishing
in the current race will be correlated with her participation and performance in future races. Of course, the causality may run in
both directions: individuals with multiple-stage end goals may be more likely to set single-stage subgoals but reaching subgoals may
also motivate people to formulate longer horizon objectives. Another caveat is that the measures of future performance that I apply
are at best an imperfect proxy for the superordinate goals that possibly motivate runners, such as for example ‘improved health’.

The panel character of the data allows me to introduce a useful distinction at the individual level between ambitious and
unambitious finishing times. Individual finishing times are labeled ‘ambitious’ when they exceed an estimated individual benchmark
speed and ‘unambitious’ otherwise. The estimated individual benchmark speed is the speed a runner is expected to attain based on
her ability, the length of the run and individual characteristics such as age and running experience.6 The gratification of finishing a
race within a round time is likely to be higher when that time is ambitious. Hence, I expect to observe relatively more round time
finishes in the subset of ambitious finishing times.

1 The particular examples are from marathonhandbook.com.
2 Allen et al. (2017, p. 14) state, without reporting estimates, that they also find evidence of bunching for the shorter 10 mile and half marathon distances.
3 Other studies that use running data, or sports data more generally, to study planning problems include Grant (2016) and Pope and Simonsohn (2011).

unching is also an important and much studied phenomenon in other areas than sports. See Kleven (2016) for an excellent review of this literature.
4 See Figure A7 in the Online Appendix. The youngest marathon runners are about twenty years old, for the 10k this is about twelve years.
5 See Appendix Table A4.
6 Hence, a finishing time of 49m54s at a 10 kilometer race may be labeled ‘unambitious’ for a well-trained thirty-year-old woman but ‘ambitious’ for another

oman of the same age with a shorter history of running races — or for the same woman when she has reached the age of fifty.
2

https://marathonhandbook.com/trainingplans/
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Table 1
Classification of goals.

Subgoal (𝑔) End goal (𝐺)

Serves to meet end goal Goal in itself

Goal at stage-level x x

Spans multiple stages x

The key empirical findings are as follows. First, the findings of Allen et al. (2017) for the marathon replicate to the shorter 5k,
0k and 21k distances. I graphically present the distribution of finishing times and estimate the counterfactual distribution, which
llows me to identify the excess mass in the distribution prior to the reference time. I find evidence of bunching for all distances,
bserving the highest excess mass of 33.0% in the bunching region of finishing times in the marathon. For shorter distances I find
ore moderate (1% to 11.6%) but statistically highly significant amounts of excess mass. For both males and females and individuals

n all age groups I observe excessive round time finishing which is firm evidence that runners set goals. Round time finishing is
ore prevalent among men than women. Interestingly, both males and females are more likely to finish within a round time when

his round time is ambitious given the runner’s characteristics and experience. Second, I find no evidence that runners who finish
ithin a round time perform better in future races than runners who finish just after this round time for any of the dimensions of

uture performance that I consider (participation, run longer distances, run faster). I find no empirical evidence that round time
inishing is motivated by alleviating self-control problems or goals that go beyond the current race. The main motivation for round
ime finishing in races of different length seems to be the immediate gratification (and possibly status) that it entails to the runner.
or the longer distances, this immediate utility payoff of round time finishes seems independent of whether that time is ambitious
r unambitious. For the shorter 5k and 10k runs, there only seems to be a positive reference dependent payoff when the round time
s ambitious.

. Goal setting, self-control and future performance

People can use goal setting as a tool to motivate themselves and to overcome self-control problems. A number of theoretical
ontributions have shown how goals can impose self-discipline when they serve as a reference point in the gain–loss part of a person’s
tility function (Gómez-Miñambres, 2012; Jain, 2009; Koch & Nafziger, 2011; Tversky & Kahneman, 1991). Gain–loss utility will
otivate a person to increase effort when this helps to avoid the disutility of falling short of the goal.7 However, this theory also

predicts that people will not accept goals that are too painful and/or lack the motivational power to address the self-control problem.
Two approaches exist to empirically identify whether people have set goals. The first is to simply ask (Engel & Kurschilgen, 2020;
Harding & Hsiaw, 2014). The second, more indirect approach is based on the idea that when many individuals set (and manage
to reach) the same goal, this will show up in the data in the form of bunching at specific ranges of the outcome/performance
distribution. This approach, which has been also used to study the impact of tax rates on reported income, labor supply and health
spending (Bastani & Selin, 2014; Einav et al., 2019; Saez, 2010), is the one used in this study.

2.1. Conceptual framework

An important question is whether people with end goals use subgoals to attain them. Throughout, I will use the term subgoals
for goals at the stage-level (e.g. a single race) that serve to meet an end goal that spans multiple stages. End goals can both span
multiple stages (e.g. ‘complete a marathon in 12 weeks’) as well as a single stage (‘complete this marathon’), see the summary in
Table 1. People can set a multiple-stage end goal without necessarily specifying subgoals.8 Note that end goals are not equivalent to
what social psychologists would call superordinate goals Fishbach et al. (2006), which often are more abstract goals. For example,
‘be healthy’ can be a superordinate goal corresponding to the – within that framework – subgoal to ‘complete a marathon’. In the
data in this study superordinate goals are not observed.

Consider the following conceptual framework.9 An individual with end goal 𝐺 needs to decide how many stages 𝑛 she will reserve
o reach this end goal and whether or not to set subgoals 𝐠 = (𝑔1, 𝑔2,… , 𝑔𝑛) at the individual stage level — for the running context,

imagine that these subgoals take the form of round finishing times. The set of subgoals needs to be a strictly increasing sequence
towards the formulated end goal. Once set, the individual cannot revise her subgoals. Assume that higher goals are harder to reach,
that the chance of reaching a given goal increases with experience, and that with perseverance the individual can reach any end

7 Macho-Stadler et al. (2021) show how in a principal–agent relationship principals benefit from the presence of goal-oriented agents who exert a higher
ffort than standard agents. Because principals compete to contract the goal-oriented agents, these agents receive higher pay in equilibrium.

8 A similar distinction is used in, for example, Fishbach et al. (2006), Heath et al. (1999) and Locke and Latham (1985). Koch and Nafziger (2016, 2020)
efer to daily and weekly goals – subgoals and end goals in my terminology – as narrow and broad goals, respectively. I avoid this use of ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’
ecause these terms are commonly used in connection to choice bracketing (e.g. Read et al., 1999) and unlike for example, Hsiaw (2018) my framework does
ot rule out that broad bracketing individuals set incremental subgoals to attain their end goal.

9

3

See online appendix B for the formal aspects of this framework.
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goal. Further assume that reaching the end goal generates a positive utility payoff. Subgoals are only instrumental, they do not
generate a direct utility payoff but motivate the individual not to quit. Participation in a stage has a fixed (opportunity) cost.10

Given these conditions, one can show that an individual with a sufficiently high end goal 𝐺 will maximize her expected utility
by formulating subgoals. This because of the positive impact subgoals have on the continuation probability. Moreover, subgoals
induce patience: the optimal number of stages in the plan of an individual with subgoals is at least equal (and often higher) than
that of an individual with the same end goal who did not set subgoals.

This conceptual framework connects to the data in the following ways:

C1 The data will show bunching at round finishing times when runners have goals.
C2 When runners have single-stage end goals 𝐺 only, there will not exist a correlation between current race bunching and future

performance at the individual level.
C3 Runners with sufficiently ambitious multiple-stage end goals 𝐺 benefit from formulating subgoals 𝑔𝑡 to attenuate self-control

problems. In the data, this may show as an individual level correlation between current race bunching and future performance.

2.2. Review of the literature

The theoretical literature on goal setting generally finds that for individuals with self-control problems it is optimal to set
incremental goals at each stage instead of only one end goal. Doing so enables them to bootstrap themselves to a higher overall
performance. Hsiaw (2018) develops a model of endogenous goal bracketing in the context of a multi-stage investment project with
stochastic stage payoffs 𝑥. She investigates for individuals who need to decide when to complete a stage how they should optimally
group goals, comparing setting incremental payoff targets for each stage to only setting an aggregate payoff target from the entire
project. She shows that agents face a trade-off between motivation and risk-pooling. She shows that incremental goals are more
effective than aggregate goals in attenuating self-control problems, unless there is large uncertainty in the early stages of the project.
However, Hsiaw’s model does not directly translate to the current empirical setting. Agents in her model compare aggregate goals
against the sum of the stage level payoffs. This makes sense when one considers summable outcomes, such as payoffs or number
of completed tasks. In our sports context, the outcomes ‘finish 10k under 40 min’ and ‘complete a marathon’ do not aggregate.
In another model to address the endogenous goal bracketing problem, Koch and Nafziger (2016) study the situation in which
individuals can revise their goals following the arrival of new information. They derive conditions for which setting incremental
goals is optimal because the risk-pooling benefits of formulating only an end goal disappear. Similarly, Koch and Nafziger (2020)
build on the quasi-hyperbolic discounting model introduced by Laibson (1997) to show how daily instead of weekly goals leads both
sophisticated and partially naïve individuals to set higher end goals and exert higher total effort. An accompanying experiment lends
empirical support to this hypothesis: subjects in the treatment group who were instructed to set daily goals provide more effort and
set a higher aggregate goal than the subjects instructed to set a weekly goal. Complementary evidence from psychology includes
Fishbach and Zhang (2008) who reveal that people value tempting items (e.g. unhealthy food) more when they are presented
together with goal items (e.g. healthy foods), suggesting that people benefit from isolating the goal items.

Clark et al. (2020) run a field experiment on the instrumental use of incremental goals with college students. For male students
but not for female students they find a positive effect from exogenously imposed task-based goals on overall course performance. This
result is in line with studies that suggest that females have more self-control than males (Duckworth et al., 2015) and experimental
evidence that finds males’ work effort to be more responsive to imposed goals (Smithers, 2015). This suggests that the potential
benefits of goal setting are higher for males than for females. If males recognize these benefits and if round time finishes do reflect
underlying goals, one expects this gender difference to cause a higher frequency of round time finishing among males. Experimental
evidence by Niederle and Yestrumskas (2008) that men choose harder tasks more frequently also hints in that direction. Krawczyk
and Wilamowski (2019) argue that the task difficulty of completing a race is greater for longer races and slower runners. This
suggests a higher frequency of round time finishing in longer races and among less experienced runners.

Whereas theoretical models and experimental evidence indicate that the use of subgoals increases overall performance, the
empirical evidence to date identifies that individuals set single-stage subgoals but does not provide evidence that these are motivated
by multiple-stage end goals. Studies that consider the labor supply decisions of New York City taxi drivers (Camerer et al., 1997;
Farber, 2005, 2008, 2015) gradually converge to the view that taxi drivers work towards narrowly defined daily hour and earnings
targets (Crawford & Meng, 2011; Thakral & Tô, 2021). Yet while this literature indicates that taxi drivers do not behave as standard
neoclassical agents and set daily targets at their own initiative, it pays little attention to the question whether taxi drivers set these
targets to mitigate self-control problems with the end goal to increase aggregate earnings. Experiments in psychology by Khan and
Dhar (2007) point out that people find it harder to impose self-control in the current choice when they view this choice as one in a
series of similar decisions. This suggests that in multiple stage projects that involve a similar choice problem in each stage, people
find it hard to set narrow subgoals at the stage level. This may explain why, despite the theoretical merits, we do not observe a
clear connection between narrow and broad goals in empirical practice.

In sports, a similar body of evidence shows that athletes set goals at the stage level but likewise, there is no indication that these
stage-level goals are a subgoal in attaining an end goal that spans multiple stages. Pope and Simonsohn (2011) report that baseball
players change behavior at the end of season in order to finish with a betting average just below 0.300. Pope and Schweitzer (2011)

10 In contrast to the theoretical models discussed in the next section, actual effort does not feature in this framework and hence it abstracts from potential
4

onflicts between the current and future self.
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report that professional golf players are significantly influenced by the reference point of par in early stages of a tournament. At
later stages, this gives way to other reference points more directly associated with the end goal of winning the tournament such
as the score of competitors. One possibility is that the par reference point is chosen a subgoal because in the early stages it is a
reliable subgoal towards the end goal of winning the tournament. Allen et al. (2017) find that within-race, marathon runners bunch
at split times, apparently as an intermediate subgoal in reaching the end goal of finishing at a round time. Studies that focus on
professional athletes may be less suitable for the identification of the role subgoals play because at that point these athletes may no
longer have to exert self-control because performing has become an habitual behavior (de Ridder et al., 2012) or because outcome
variables such as performance in a marathon or PGA Tour are end goals instead of subgoals.

This paper takes an across-race perspective and examines the possible relation between current race round time finishing and
uture race performance. Based on the literature I derive the following testable predictions:

P1 Theory and experimental evidence shows that setting subgoals helps to attenuate self-control problems. When relevant to our
context, we predict a positive correlation between current race bunching and future performance.

P2 Empirical evidence finds that males have more self-control problems than females and hence would benefit more from
self-regulation through goal setting. Based on that, we predict a higher frequency of round time finishing among male runners.

P3 Empirical evidence suggests a higher frequency of round time finishing in longer races and among less experienced runners.

3. Empirical framework

3.1. A model for benchmark speed

The key variable in my analysis is the average speed 𝑠 (in km/h) with which a runner completes a race. To motivate the empirical
model for estimating a runner’s ‘benchmark speed’, the speed she can be expected to attain based on observable characteristics, I
assume that the utility that a runner derives from attaining speed 𝑠 can be additively decomposed into benefits 𝐵(𝑠) and cost of
ffort 𝐶(𝑒(𝑠)):

𝑢(𝑠) = 𝐵(𝑠) − 𝐶(𝑒(𝑠))

t seems natural that 𝐵′(𝑠) > 0, benefits such as health and fitness gains (Hespanhol Jr. et al., 2015; Kozlovskaia et al., 2019; Nezlek
t al., 2018) and the joy and/or status derived from a higher ranking are increasing in speed. I assume that the effort level 𝑒 increases
uadratically in the average speed level 𝑠. Besides the speed, this effort depends on observed individual and race characteristics –
uch as the distance (maintaining a 14 km/h speed is easier in a 10k race than a marathon!), age and gender – on unobserved
ersonal traits such as having an innate talent for running and training, and on race-related circumstances (humidity, temperature
nd track).

Next I translate this to an empirical model that one can estimate. Let the sub-indices 𝑖 and 𝑡 denote the runner and the 𝑡’th race
y this runner, respectively. I assume that the benefits are linearly increasing in speed, 𝐵𝑖(𝑠𝑖𝑡) = 𝛼𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡, and that the individual cost
f effort function takes the form:

𝐶𝑖(𝑒(𝑠𝑖𝑡,𝐗𝑖𝑡, 𝜖𝑖𝑡)) =
1
2
𝑐𝑖
[

𝑒−𝑔(𝐗𝑖𝑡)−𝜖𝑖𝑡
]

𝑠2𝑖𝑡. (1)

n this specification, the vector 𝐗𝑖𝑡 includes observed individual and race characteristics likely to impact the effort level (e.g. the
unner’s age, gender and experience and the distance), the individual fixed effects 𝑐𝑖 capture individual heterogeneity in the cost of
ffort, for example due to unobserved differences in running ability. Finally, the cost of attaining a given speed may differ by race
ue to idiosyncratic race-specific circumstances unobserved by the researcher (e.g. weather and track conditions), these influences
re represented by a disturbance 𝜖𝑖𝑡.

A runner maximizes her utility of running by selecting the speed 𝑠∗𝑖𝑡 for which the marginal benefits equal the marginal cost. I
btain:

𝑠∗𝑖𝑡 =
𝛼𝑖

𝑐𝑖𝑒−𝑔(𝐗𝑖𝑡)−𝜖𝑖𝑡
.

After taking the logarithm, I arrive at the linear specification that I will estimate in the empirical analysis:

ln 𝑠∗𝑖𝑡 = 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑔(𝐗𝑖𝑡) + 𝜖𝑖𝑡, (2)

with 𝑐𝑖 ≡ ln 𝛼𝑖 − ln 𝑐𝑖 the runner fixed effect. Introducing dummy variables 𝐷𝑑
𝑖𝑡 and 𝐷𝑔

𝑖 for the distance 𝑑𝑖𝑡 of the race and the gender
𝑖 of the runner, respectively, I specify the function 𝑔() that relates the realized speed to the observable variables as follows:

𝑔(𝐗𝑖𝑡) =
∑

𝑑

∑

𝑔
𝜷𝑑𝑔𝐷

𝑑
𝑖𝑡 ×𝐷𝑔

𝑖 × 𝐙𝑖𝑡 (3)

ith the vectors 𝐗𝑖𝑡 = (𝑔𝑖, 𝑑𝑖𝑡,𝐙𝐢𝐭 ) and 𝐙𝐢𝐭 = (1, ln(CumDist𝑖𝑡), ln(# runs𝑖𝑡), age, age2, age3, age4). That is, I allow the cost of attaining
given level of speed to depend on the (log of) the cumulative distance the person has run so far, the (log of) the number of

aces in which the person has participated so far, and a flexible fourth degree polynomial in the runner’s age. Furthermore, the
oefficient vector 𝜷 is indexed by distance 𝑑 and gender 𝑔 to allow for gender- and distance-specific base cost levels and impact of
5

he explanatory variables. As in Camerer et al. (1997), the reference point is not modeled explicitly.
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3.2. Round time finishing

With the aim to identify the presence of short run goals, I investigate whether there exists an excess mass just before round
umbers for different distances. I closely follow Allen et al. (2017) in using the non-parametric excess mass test developed by
hetty et al. (2011). The Chetty et al. (2011) methodology suggests the following steps: First, define the round finishing times
reference points) around which one expects bunching, then estimate a counterfactual distribution while excluding the observations
n the bunching region. The difference between the actual and counterfactual distribution in the bunching region is the measure of
xcess mass. The counterfactual distribution is obtained by fitting a quintic polynomial to the distribution around the round number
y excluding the bunching period. There are several parameters to consider: the reference time, the bunching region, the analyzed
nterval of distribution for the quintic regression and the size of the bin in the distribution. To keep the analysis comparable to
llen et al. (2017), I follow them and choose a 4m bunching region and a 16m analyzed interval (8m before and 8m after the round

ime) for the marathon. For the shorter half-marathon, 10m(ile), 15k, 10k and 5k distances I take half of this interval because for
horter distance runs it is increasingly likely that multiples of 5 min become focal. Runners are more likely to aim for finishing a
0k run within, say, 45m than for completing a marathon within, say, 3h05m. Intervals with a length of 8m (4m before and 4m
fter the round time) ensure that the only 5 min multiple in the interval is the round time itself. The choice of bin size depends on
ata availability and is set at 15 s, as in Allen et al. (2017).

mbitious and unambitious round times. The excess mass test helps to statistically identify cusps and holes around round times in
he distribution of finishing times but cannot reveal why bunching occurs and how finishing at a round time possibly relates to
he personal traits and circumstances of individual runners. In particular, it cannot distinguish between ambitious and unambitious
ound times.11 For example, men run faster on average than women and while 40 min on a 10 km race is a very good time for
male (putting him in the top 10%), it is an excellent time for a female (putting her in the top 2%). Age has a similar impact,

or a 55–64 year old male, 40 min is an excellent time that puts him in the top 3% of his age group. To account for this, I use
or each observation the predicted values l̂n 𝑠𝑖𝑡 from the estimated Eq. (2). This ‘benchmark speed’ l̂n 𝑠𝑖𝑡 is the speed the runner is

predicted to attain given her ability 𝑐𝑖, personal characteristics and running experience as represented by 𝐗𝑖𝑡. A finishing time is
labeled ‘ambitious’ if the realized speed exceeds the predicted speed l̂n 𝑠𝑖𝑡, and ‘unambitious’ otherwise. Note that because of the
resence of the individual specific ability effect 𝑐𝑖, this procedure is applied to the subsample of runners with at least two finishing
imes.12

A finishing time is classified a round time if the finishing time is within 75-s before a 10-min time (for all distances except 5k,
here I use 37.5 s before a 5-min time). Fig. 1 illustrates this for a hypothetical runner in a 10k race. The black curve shows the

unner’s predicted speed as a function of her age. Finishing times above (below) this curve are (un)ambitious. The green bands show
he ambitious round times. For example, for this hypothetical runner a finishing time between 48m45s and 50m00s (average speed
etween 12 and 12.3 km/h) is labeled ambitious when the runner is younger than fifteen or older than fifty but unambitious in the
ntermediate age range. The orange bars show the comparison intervals.

and comparison test. In the band comparison test that I will implement, I compare the number of finishes in the round time
ntervals, i.e. the 75-s before a 10-min time, to finishes in ‘comparison intervals’, defined as the 75 s (37.5 s for 5k) after a 10-min
ime. These intervals are shown as pink bands in Fig. 1. For example, all times between 40m00s and 41m15s are in a ‘comparison
nterval’. Absent bunching, one expects the number of finishes in round time intervals (‘round times’) to equal the number in the
omparison intervals (‘comparison times’):

𝑟 ≡ # round times
# round times + # comparison times .

test the null-hypothesis that 𝑟 = 0.5. Under the alternative of bunching, I expect 𝑟 > 0.5. In the empirical analysis, I will explore
he relation between bunching behavior and observable runner and race characteristics by testing this 𝑟 = 0.5 hypothesis for various
utually exclusive groups of runners and races (e.g. males vs. females, ambitious vs. unambitious finishing times, 5k vs. 10k).

The classification into ambitious and unambitious times will help us to address the question whether people finish at round
imes solely for hedonic reasons or also because setting and meeting narrow goals has instrumental value in improving long term
erformance, such as running faster or running longer distances in the future. That part of the analysis will examine whether
unching behavior is predictive of being faster in future races or switching to longer distances.

. Data

The data are retrieved from a public web site that collects the results of almost all major running events organized in the
etherlands from 1996 to 2016. The estimation sample used in this paper contains 2,981,591 finishing times from 7102 different

uns of distance 5k(ilometer), 10k, 15k, 10 miles (16.090k), half marathon/21k, or marathon.13 With regard to finishing time, I

11 I am grateful to George Wu for stressing this point which motivated my attempt to address this carefully.
12 Figure A3 in the Online Appendix illustrates this labeling procedure for the 10k and 21k finishing times of an actual runner in the data set.
13 The complete data set from www.uitslagen.nl contains 5,321,614 finishing times, from 10,703 different events. A considerable number of runs are ‘‘street

uns’’ without a specified distance (1,044,412 records) or non-major distances (1,175,902 records). The official marathon length is 42.195 kilometer (26.2 mile)
nd the official half marathon length is 21.1k. I will classify all runs with a length of 21k to 21.1k as half marathons, just as I classify all runs with a length
f 16k to 16.1k as 10 mile runs. Further details on the data collection, the way the data has been organized and details on the composition of the estimation
6

ample can be found in Online Appendix A.

http://www.uitslagen.nl
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation (un)ambitious round finishing times 10k runner. Notes: A finishing time is classified a round time if the finishing time is
within 75-s before a 10-min time (top horizontal bars). These round finishing times are labeled ambitious or unambitious dependent on whether the average
speed is above (ambitious) or below (unambitious) the runner’s predicted speed as a function of her age (shown as the black curve). The green bands show
the ambitious round times. For example, the top green bar relates to a finishing time between 38m45s and 40m00s (which implies an average speed between
15 and 15.48 km/h). This band is above the predicted speed level at all ages, meaning that a time within this band is classified as an ambitious round time
throughout. In contrast, a time between 48m45s and 50m00s (average speed between 12 and 12.3 km/h) is labeled ambitious when the runner is very young
or older than fifty but unambitious in the intermediate age range. The comparison intervals (orange bars) show the 75-s after a 10-min time. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

distinguish between a runner’s clock time (the time between the start of the race till the runner passes the finishing line) and
his/her chip time (the time between the runner passing the starting and finishing line). I will throughout use chip time whenever
it is available and the difference with the clock time is more than 10 s, in all other cases, I will use clock time.14

4.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 2 summarizes per distance the background characteristics of participants, including the number of unique finishing times
for each distance. The table shows that with over 1 million observations, the 10k distance is the distance most frequently run,
followed by the 5k and half marathon distance. The remaining distances are less common but still have over 150,000 finishing
times. Next to the finishing time, the data includes relevant background variables on the runner, such as the runner’s gender,
year-of birth, and the reported association of the runner.15 The latter variable is either the name of the village in which the runner
resides or the name of the athletics club of which the runner is a member. Table 2 shows the average age increasing in distance with
a notable jump between 5k and 10k. I find a similar effect for gender: half of the runners who completes 5k is female (50%) but
this balance decisively tilts towards males for the 10k (only 33% females). This trend continues in the half marathon and marathon
in which the percentage of female participants is only 23% and 17%, respectively.

I use information on personal identifiers such as name, birth year and place of residence to link finishing times of the same
individual and thereby to reconstruct individual running careers. As runners need to fill in their personal details every time they
sign up for a run (there is no central registry), it happens that the same individual is registered under different names, dependent
on whether the full name or only one or more initials are used (‘jan jansen’; ‘j jansen’, ‘j m jansen’) or simple spelling mistakes (‘jan
janssen’, ‘jan janse’). I use the Jaro–Winkler distance metric (Winkler, 1999) to evaluate whether the recorded given and family name
of different observations can be considered sufficiently similar to conclude that they identify the same person. The Jaro–Winkler
distance has been specifically developed to detect duplicates in record linkage that result from typo’s. It computes the similarity

14 This choice does not matter for the analysis: similar patterns result when only observations with registered clock times or only observations with registered
chip times are used. The chip time technology has been adopted quickly. For the races before the year 2000, chip time is not available; from the year 2003
onwards, the majority of finishing times in the data contain chip times.

15 To identify a runner’s gender, I matched the first given name of each observation with a data base of the 10,000 most common given names in the
Netherlands. This data base contains all given names that have been given 27 times or more to children born in the Netherlands in the time period 1983–2006
according to the administrative records of the Sociale Verzekeringsbank. In case of a match, the result can be that the runner is classified as a male, female or
ambiguous (some names like ‘‘Anne" are used for boys and girls). In case of no match, the second and third given names are considered to identify the gender.
In total, in 4,791,136 cases the gender of the runner is determined (2,916,436 male observations; 1,497,340 female and 377,360 ambiguous).
7
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Table 2
Summary statistics per distance.

Distance 05k 10k 15k 10m Half Marathon Total

Age 35.50 41.59 43.32 43.14 43.33 43.12 40.84
(14.43) (11.71) (10.71) (10.62) (10.43) (9.765) (12.31)

Gender 0.506 0.678 0.767 0.800 0.775 0.831 0.678
(0.500) (0.467) (0.423) (0.401) (0.418) (0.375) (0.467)

Speed (km/h) 11.11 11.75 11.88 11.85 11.62 10.97 11.55
(2.348) (2.057) (1.865) (1.860) (1.742) (1.763) (2.058)

Club 0.111 0.140 0.172 0.170 0.167 0.160 0.143
(0.314) (0.345) (0.377) (0.376) (0.373) (0.366) (0.350)

Obs. 689,225 1,179,193 213,479 185,940 554,861 158,893 2,981,591

Note: Standard deviation within parentheses.

etween two strings returns a value between 0 and 1. A score of 0 means an exact match and a score of 1 implies no similarity.
ne feature of the Jaro–Winkler metric is that the substitution of two characters within a string that are close (‘jansen’ vs. ‘jasnen’)

ncreases the value less than the substitution of two characters that are further apart (‘jansen’ vs. ‘sanjen’). I use a threshold value
f 0.15: all pairs of names that have for both the given and family name a Jaro–Winkler score smaller than or equal to 0.15 are
onsidered the same person if their birth year also does not conflict. The chance that this procedure misclassifies two runners with
he same name and birth year as one individual is small.16 This procedure identifies the number of runs per unique runner. The data
see Table A2 in the Online Appendix) show that almost half of the runners (47%) participates only once. About 5% of all runners
re frequent runners with more than ten finishing times.

.2. Gender differences in running careers

Apart from an overall level difference, the predicted speed patterns of males and females are very similar. For each distance,
he average speed is first increasing and then declining in age. The longer the distance, the later in life the highest average speed is
ttained. The longer the distance, the lower the average speed — although from age 40, there is no longer a noticeable difference
etween 5k and 10k.17

Table 3 presents the estimates of the regression Eqs. (2) and (3) that relate the runner’s speed in a race to observable personal and
ace specific characteristics. The first and third column show the estimates for the model that only includes distance dummies and
unner fixed effects. As expected, the estimates show that a runner’s average speed is decreasing in the race’s distance with similar
rends for males and females. Both genders are about 5% slower in a half marathon than a 10k race and 13% to 16% slower in a full
arathon. The estimates in the second and fourth column include the runner’s age and experience as measured by the cumulative
umber of kilometers and number of completed races. The estimates reveal that running experience – expressed as the cumulative
istance completed – is important in increasing one’s performance in longer distance races: a doubling of this cumulative distance
ncreases women’s performance in marathons by on average 3.0%, and men’s performance by 2.6%. For shorter races, experience
n terms of the number of completed races seems a more important determinant of performance.

The summary statistics in Table 2 show an increasing gap in male and female participation for all distances longer than 5k. What
auses this gap? Do less females than men start to run at later ages, or are females less likely to continue running and to switch to
onger distances? Fig. 2 depicts for each gender and age bracket the ‘market share’ of the various distances. It shows that a second
ap opens up between age twenty and thirty. Men then increasingly start to participate in longer distance runs, such as 10k races
nd in particular (half) marathons. From age thirty to sixty a stable 30% of all races completed by men is a (half) marathon, for
omen this percentage stabilizes at the lower level of 20% at the later age of forty to sixty.

. Empirical results

The empirical analysis consists of three parts. First, I examine per distance the aggregate distribution of finishing times for
ndications of excess mass just before the 10-min marks. I attempt to replicate the results in Allen et al. (2017) and to extend these
o other distances than the marathon. Second, I analyze how round time finishing relates to runner and race characteristics such as
ge, gender and distance. Third, I assess the predictive power of round time finishing for a runner’s future race performance.

16 To illustrate: In 2007, Jansen (75,698 persons) and Janssen (55,394 persons) were the 2nd and 7th common family names in the Netherlands (75,698
ersons, 0.8% of the total population in that year). In the years from 1900–2017, the name ‘Jan’ was most popular in 1946 (7469 newborns, 2.63% of all
84,000 newborns in that year were named Jan). If we assume that 0.8% of the population (of then 9.3mln) in 1946 carried the family name ‘Jans(s)en’ and
hat the probability of receiving the name ‘Jan’ is independent of one’s family, one can make the following calculation: 2275 newborns in 1946 will be born
ith the family name Jans(s)en, in expectation 59.9 (=0.0263*2275) of them will be given the name ‘Jan’. The fraction of the population with multiple runs

in data set is about 2%. This implies that the probability having more than one Jan Jansen born in 1946 with multiple runs in the data set is about 1/3.
(= 1−

(60
0

)

(1 − 0.02)60 −
(60
1

)

0.02(1 − 0.02)59). Given the chosen combination of family name, given name and birth year, this value is the absolute upper bound on
the probability of misclassifying two individuals as one.

17
8

Figure A2 in the online appendix plots for both genders and for all major distances the predicted speed on a quartic polynomial of age.
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Table 3
Factors that impact running speed.

Dependent variable: ln(Speed)

Subsample: Females Males

(1) (2) (3) (4)

05k 0.006∗∗∗ (0.000) 0.058∗ (0.025) 0.011∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.166∗∗∗ (0.017)
10k† – (–) – (–) – (–) – (–)
15k −0.022∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.133 (0.075) −0.024∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.015 (0.031)
10m −0.027∗∗∗ (0.001) −0.134∗ (0.064) −0.030∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.010 (0.034)
Half −0.045∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.192∗∗∗ (0.042) −0.052∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.079∗∗ (0.027)
Marathon −0.125∗∗∗ (0.001) −0.212 (0.163) −0.160∗∗∗ (0.000) −0.500∗∗∗ (0.062)
ln(cum. distance so far)×. . .
. . . 05k −0.006∗∗∗ (0.001) −0.003∗ (0.001)
. . . 10k 0.014∗∗∗ (0.001) 0.011∗∗∗ (0.001)
. . . 15k 0.020∗∗∗ (0.002) 0.016∗∗∗ (0.001)
. . . 10m 0.022∗∗∗ (0.002) 0.019∗∗∗ (0.001)
. . . half 0.019∗∗∗ (0.001) 0.018∗∗∗ (0.001)
. . .marathon 0.030∗∗∗ (0.003) 0.024∗∗∗ (0.002)
ln(# runs in total)×. . .
05k 0.029∗∗∗ (0.001) 0.029∗∗∗ (0.001)
10k 0.007∗∗∗ (0.001) 0.012∗∗∗ (0.001)
15k −0.001 (0.002) 0.007∗∗∗ (0.001)
10m 0.000 (0.002) 0.007∗∗∗ (0.001)
Half 0.001 (0.001) 0.006∗∗∗ (0.001)
Marathon −0.004 (0.002) 0.005∗∗∗ (0.001)

𝑅2 0.8629 0.8684 0.8469 0.8603

Runner fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance × (Age, Age2, Age3, Age4) No Yes No Yes

Obs. 920,961 920,961 1,920,876 1,920,876

Notes: † 10 km is the baseline distance. Standard errors are clustered by runner.
***(**,*) : statistically different from zero at the 0.1%-level (1%-level, 5%-level). Standard errors in parentheses.

Fig. 2. Participation per distance by age group — females and males. Notes: The graphs show, for females (panel 𝑎) and males (panel 𝑏) separately, per age
bracket the market share of the major distances. The numbers (in ’000s) indicate the total number of finishing times for that age-gender-distance combination.

5.1. Round time finishing and goal setting

This section examines whether the main bunching patterns identified in Allen et al. (2017) replicate for different data and
different distances. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of finishing times for the 5k, 10k, 21k and marathon around some selected 10 min
9
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Table 4
Chetty et al. (2011) test for selected round times.

Distance Round Actual Counterfactual % excess 𝑡-
Time finishers finishers finishers statistic

05k 0:20 40052 38973 2.77 10.21
0:30 110568 109568 0.91 2.67

10k 0:40 43033 41295 4.21 4.91
0:50 116692 113200 3.09 9.58
1:00 96820 93997 3.00 36.24

15k 1:00 5355 4800 11.56 5.26
1:10 14352 13854 3.59 3.05

10m 1:00 2038 1841 10.71 3.23
1:10 7156 7076 1.13 0.63
1:20 14374 13956 3.00 3.67

21k 1:30 13815 12605 9.60 9.09
1:40 26638 25583 4.12 3.79
1:50 32679 31048 5.25 18.51
2:00 29456 28344 3.92 5.52

Marathon 3:00 2908 2186 33.04 11.81
3:30 6864 5978 14.82 12.39
4:00 9818 8416 16.66 20.85
4:30 5369 4853 10.62 4.40

Note: 𝑡-statistics are obtained using 𝑅 = 1, 000 bootstrap samples.

arks.18 For the marathon, there are clear signs of excess mass just before the 3h00m, 3h30m, 4h00m time. For the half marathon,
similar kink in the distribution shows before the 1h30m and 2h00m finishing time but bunching is less pronounced than for the
arathon, despite the higher number of observations.

Turning attention to the bunching region, Table 4 presents the actual and estimated number of finishers before the reference
ime and reports 𝑡-statistics of the estimated values obtained by bootstrapping with 1000 iterations. For all reported distances and
eference times we observe significant excess mass of finishers. The highest value of excess mass of 33.0% is observed for the 3 h
inishing time in the marathon. Allen et al. (2017) report the highest excess mass for the same time with a value of 24.2%. The
econd and third highest excess mass values (4h and 3h30m points, respectively) also coincide with the analysis in Allen et al.
2017). Table 4 confirms the graphical evidence that even though the number of finishers is the highest for the 10k run, relatively
ore bunching is observed in the marathon.

In sum, the evidence in this section adds to the earlier evidence provided by Allen et al. (2017) that runners do set time goals
nd attach weight to comparison utility that depends on a reference point. Hence, based on connection C1, the evidence suggests
hat runners have at least single-stage goals. An alternative explanation would be that runners do not have goals beforehand, but
ecide during the race to aim for a round time finish once they feel they are sufficiently close. The survey evidence in Markle et al.
2018) however argues against this explanation.

.2. Round time finishing and personal traits

Next I address the question whether round time finishing is related to personal traits and past performance to test predictions
2 and P3. I use the fact that the data enable me to track runners over time and is comparably rich in individual background
haracteristics. To implement the band comparison test described in Section 3.2, this section focusses on the sub-sample of finishing
imes that are either in one of the round time intervals or in one of the comparison intervals. Under the null hypothesis of no
unching, half of the selected times should be in a round time interval, i.e. within 75-s before a 10-min time (‘round times’), and
he other half in a comparison interval, i.e. within 75-s after a 10-min time (‘comparison times’). To see whether differences in
unching correlate with observable runner and race characteristics, I test this 𝑟 = 0.5 hypothesis for various mutually exclusive
roups of runners (e.g. males vs. females, ambitious vs. unambitious finishing times) using a vector of observables 𝐗𝐢𝐭 .19

In a first specification, I split runners according to their age and gender and estimate the fraction of round time finishers in each
roup. The age categories used are: 5–25[years], 25–35, 35–45, 45–55, 55–65, and 65–85. Fig. 4 presents the results. For all groups,
he estimated fraction is clearly above 0.5. This confirms that the null of no excess round time finishing can be firmly rejected, and

18 Figures A4–A6 in the Online Appendix show the results for all 10 min between the 10th and 90th percentile finishing time.
19 Formally, I estimate a linear regression model on the sub-sample of finishing times that are either in one of the round time intervals or in one of the

omparison intervals. The binary dependent variable equals one if the finishing time is a round time and zero if it is in the comparison interval. I regress this
ariable on the vector 𝐗𝐢𝐭 that splits the sub-sample:

𝑃 (Round time𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝒓𝐗𝐢𝐭 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 , (4)
with 𝜖 a white noise disturbance. Absent goal-setting, I expect 𝑟 = 0.5 for all elements in the vector 𝒓.
10

𝑖
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the number of finishing times around a round number and the fitted counterfactual distribution.
11
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Fig. 4. Coefficient estimates band-comparison test by age (𝐻0 ∶ 𝑟 = 0.5, no excess round time finishing).

Fig. 5. Coefficient estimates band-comparison test by distance and gender (𝐻0 ∶ 𝑟 = 0.5, no excess round time finishing).

t also shows that the inclination to finish at round times is observed across gender and in all age groups. If connection C1 holds,
his is evidence that all type of runners engage in goal setting. Fig. 4 shows that men have relatively more round time finishes than
omen (𝑝 = 0.004 for a 𝐹 -test of the equality of coefficients) and that this difference is concentrated at the younger ages.20 One

possible explanation for this result is prediction P2 which says that the benefits of goal setting are larger for men because they have
more self-control problems.

A second specification splits the sample by distance, gender and whether the finishing time is in an ambitious or unambitious
zone. Fig. 5 shows that both genders engage in round time finishing at all distances. Moreover, for both males and females and for
all distances except the 5k and 15k for females, the solid markers are to the right of the transparent markers, which implies that
excess round time finishing is more frequent when the round time is ambitious. This difference is significant at the 1%-level for
males at the half-marathon (𝑝 = 0.002) and for females at the 10k (𝑝 = 0.005). This higher frequency of round time finishing when
he round time is ambitious may have different causes. It suggests a possible relation between goal setting and runner’s ambition,
hich would not prove but be in line with prediction P1 via connection C3, but it is also very well conceivable that the immediate
ratification of finishing within a round time is just much higher when that time is ambitious.

The regression estimates in Table 5 for different sets of explanatory variables paint a similar picture. Across specifications,
he constant is well above 0.5 (𝑝 < 0.0001), indicating a bias towards round time finishing across gender, age and distance. The
oefficients for the distance dummies show that round time finishing is especially pronounced at the 10k, 21k and, mostly, the
arathon. Males complete a run at a round time more often than females (𝑝 < 0.001). For both genders, there is more round time

20 As a robustness check that the band comparison test indeed picks up differences in round time finishing, we conducted a placebo test with the ‘round time’
nd comparison intervals being defined around 2m47.5s and 7m12.5s multiples. The results are reported in Figure A10 of Online Appendix C. In this case, the
12

stimated coefficients are all tightly around 0.5: the method passes the placebo test.
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Table 5
Regression estimates band comparison test.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Constant 0.526∗∗∗ 0.527∗∗∗ 0.529∗∗∗ 0.525∗∗∗ 0.524∗∗∗ 0.524∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
F −0.006∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.005∗ −0.001 −0.003

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004)
F × Ambitious=1 0.005∗ 0.005∗ 0.005

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
M × Ambitious=1 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
05k −0.004 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
10m −0.008∗∗ −0.009∗∗ −0.009∗∗ −0.007∗ −0.007∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
15k −0.005∗ −0.005∗ −0.005∗ −0.005 −0.005

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Half 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.004

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Marathon 0.011∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Club 0.004∗ 0.005∗ 0.005∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Age � � � �
Gender × Distance � �
Gender × Age �

Observations 614,522 614,522 614,522 614,522 614,522 614,522

Notes: Shown are estimates of the linear regression 𝐼(Round time𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝐫𝐗𝐢𝐭 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 for different choices of 𝐗𝐢𝐭 . The baseline levels
are: gender = male, distance = 10k, age-category = 35–45 years, ambition = unambitious; ‘‘F’’ is an indicator variable for female
runners. Standard errors are clustered by runner.
***(**,*) : statistically different from zero at the 0.1%-level (1%-level, 5%-level). Standard errors in parentheses.

inishing when the completion time is ambitious. Apparently, a wide range of runners derives utility from round time finishing,
n particular when that time is ambitious. Yet it is unclear whether the round time is a single-stage goal, the meeting of which
enerates instant utility in the form of the hedonic or status value associated with completing a major distance within a certain
ime, or whether it also serves as a subgoal instrumental in working towards a multi-stage end goal. It is to this question that I turn
ext.

.3. Round finishing times and future performance

To examine whether round time finishing is part of a runner’s plan to increase his/her future performance, I will look into the
areers of individual athletes. I imagine that runners possibly pursue three end goals that go beyond the current race: continuing to
ace, running faster or running longer distances in future races. Finding a positive correlation between current round time finishing
nd future performance may be taken as suggestive evidence that the round time finish serves as a subgoal to bring closer a
unobserved) multiple stage end goal.

Are runners who finish within a round time on average more likely to continue to run, to run longer distances, or to run faster
n future races than runners who finish in a comparison interval? My empirical strategy is to consider the future performance of
unners who finish within a round time (which may be indicative of having and meeting a goal) and compare this to the future
erformance of similar runners who finish in the comparison interval. Note that this test is conservative because it may well be
hat runners in the comparison interval also had a self-set time goal but just failed to meet this goal. As before, I will distinguish
etween ambitious and unambitious round times.

ontinuing to run. To examine whether a round time finish in the current race has an effect on participation in future races, I regress
dummy variable of the current race being the runner’s final race on a number of explanatory variables including an indicator of
hether the current finish is within a round time. Table 6 shows the estimates for a number of specifications with different sets
f controls. The coefficient for the round time finish (RTF) dummy is clearly insignificant for all specifications: finishing within a
ound time or just failing to do so has no measurable impact on participation in future races. This in contrast to the correlation
e observe with the other explanatory variables: Females are much more likely to quit running than men; runners with ambitious

inishing times are less likely to quit as are runners affiliated with a club. Naturally, for people aged 65 and older it is increasingly
ikely that the current race is their final one but we also observe increased stopping in the age groups below 35.

onger and faster races. For the runners in the round time and comparison intervals who continue to run, I compare their
erformance in future runs. Fig. 6 shows the results. In the top panels, the by far most pronounced distinction is that the majority
f males and females (69 to 78%) who finish their current race in the unambitious time zone will run faster in the next ten races
13
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Table 6
Effect bunching on participation in future runs (Dep. variable: Final race indicator).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

RTF𝑖𝑡 −0.002 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

F 0.037∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
F × Ambitious=1 −0.009∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗ −0.023∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
M × Ambitious=1 −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
05k 0.050∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.034∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
10m −0.007∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
15k −0.031∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗ −0.019∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Half −0.025∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Marathon −0.001 0.021∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.027∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Club −0.068∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
05–25 0.028∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)
25–35 0.025∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)
45–55 −0.002∗ 0.000 0.000 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
55–65 0.006∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
65–85 0.336∗∗∗ 0.340∗∗∗ 0.341∗∗∗ 0.294∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Constant 0.124∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Gender × Distance � �
Gender × Age �

Observations 574,925 574,925 574,925 574,925 574,925

Notes: Shown are estimates of the linear regression 𝐼(Final Race𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝛾𝑅𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑡+𝐫𝐗𝐢𝐭 +𝜖𝑖𝑡 for different choices of 𝐗𝐢𝐭 . The sample
consists of finishing times that are either in a round time interval or a comparison interval. The baseline levels are: gender =
male, distance = 10km, age-category = 35–45 years, ambition = unambitious; ‘‘F’’ is an indicator variable for female runners.
Standard errors are clustered by runner.
***(**,*) : statistically different from zero at the 0.1%-level (1%-level, 5%-level). Standard errors in parentheses.

f the same distance. If instead their current finishing time is ambitious, they will be even faster in only 21 to 32% of the future
aces. The difference is an immediate result of how I categorized individual finishing into ambitious and unambitious times.

My main interest is in comparing the future performance of runners who currently finish within a round time (orange lines) and
hose who finish in a comparison interval (blue lines). For both genders the lines almost fully overlap, both for the unambitious and
mbitious time intervals. This indicates that, on average, the future speed (in runs of the same distance) of a runner who finishes the
urrent run at, say 39m54s, is not higher than that of a runner who completes the current race at 40m42s. None of the differences is
lose to statistical significance so there is no evidence that round time finishing is instrumental in attaining higher speeds in future
aces. What about the other possible end goal of running longer distance races? The blue and orange line also largely overlap in
anels (𝑐) and (𝑑), not showing any relation between round time finishing in the current race and future participation in longer
istance races.21 Selection – more able runners are both more likely to meet a goal and to do better in future races – would have

the effect of generating a positive relation between current round time finishing and future performance. The presence of such a
selection effect would hence only lend more credibility to the null result of not finding a direct relation between bunching and future
performance. The opposite would occur in case subgoal fulfillment temporarily moves an individual’s attention away from the end
goal (Dhar & Simonson, 1999). In sum, I find no evidence that round time finishing serves as a subgoal in increasing a runners’
long-term performance, and hence no support for prediction P1 and connection C3. The evidence does not rule out connection C2:
unners have goals but they do not go beyond a single stage.

21 The dotted lines are below the solid lines but converge to them over time. This means that runners who finish in an unambitious time are less likely to
ry longer distances in the short term compared to runners who finish in ambitious time but that these differences are less predictive of distance choice in the
urther future. All lines creep upward due to self-selection: Both male and female runners who participate in ten more races are more likely to transit to longer
14
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Fig. 6. Current race round time finishing and future race performance. Note: Shown are the percentage of runners who completes race 𝑡+𝑘 at an average speed
higher than race 𝑡 of the same distance (panels (𝑎) and (𝑏)) and the percentage of runners who participate at 𝑡+𝑘 in a race of distance longer than race 𝑡 (panels
(𝑐) and (𝑑)). All conditional on finishing race 𝑡 in an (un)ambitious round time or comparison interval.

Running experience. Finally, I consider the role of experience: Does the experience of having completed more runs alleviate the
need for goal setting? Studies in market settings show that experience can eliminate reference dependence (List, 2003). Does
running experience similarly reduce the immediate gratification of round time finishing (in the case of single-stage goals) and/or
the instrumental value of using subgoals in increasing future performance (in the case of multiple stage end goals)? Fig. 7 shows,
by distance, for the ambitious (blue) and unambitious (green) round times separately how the fraction of round time finishers (𝑟)
evolves with experience. Unlike Fig. 5, the estimates are based on a regression equation that includes athlete fixed effects such
that the estimated effects derive from within-runner differences. The horizontal axis bins runners in different categories, based on
whether the observed race is their first race (in total), their 2nd or 3th, 4th or 5th, 6th-10th, etc.22

The graph offers two insights. First, neither the blue or green lines shows a clear downward trend. This suggests that experience
does not alleviate reference dependence.23 I cannot rule out that running experience lessens the need to exert self-control but this
does not show up as in the form of the by P3 predicted negative relation between round-time finishing and running experience.
Second, there is a striking disparity between the shorter 5k and 10k distances and the other distances: For the longer distances,
the fraction of round time finishers seems rather independent of whether a runner finishes in an ambitious or unambitious time, in
both cases the ratio hovers above the 0.5 value. However for the 5k and 10k distances the graphs reveal a wide gap: for ambitious
round times the fraction is clearly far above 0.5 whereas for unambitious round times it is consistently below 0.5. What explains this
disparity? One possible explanation is that for many athletes running longer races, completing the race is an end goal. In these longer
races, runners derive utility from a round time finish independent of whether that round time is in the ambitious or unambitious
zone; in the shorter 5 and 10k races, runners only derive utility from a round time finish when that time is an ambitious round

22 One worry is that experience is misclassified because an athlete’s first run in the data may not be her actual first race. To address this I ran the same
analysis considering only the years 2010–2016, this leads to a similar patterns (only the confidence intervals become wider due to the loss of data).

23 Allen et al. (2017) do not find a clear relation between experience (in their case measured as the number of marathons) and bunching behavior either.
15
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Fig. 7. Within time-limit bunching (fraction) and running experience. Note: The graph shows per distance for the ambitious (blue) and unambitious (green) round
time intervals separately how the value of 𝑟 evolves with experience. The dotted lines are the 95% confidence intervals. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

time. This difference may occur because runners have more opportunities to run a next 5 or 10k than a next (half) marathon: 28%
and 41% of the official runs in the sample are 5k and 10k runs, respectively, only (14%) 2.7% are (half) marathons.

6. Discussion and conclusions

For any non-experimental study it is hard to credibly establish causality and to rule out alternative explanations for any pattern
that is found in the data. This certainly holds for this study in which I use an indirect approach to learn whether people use stage-level
subgoals to attain end goals that span multiple stages. The goals themselves remain unobserved, the identifying assumption is that
their presence will be reflected by runners finishing at round times. This approach clearly has its limitations and at this point it is
instructive to take a step back to discuss them. Which interpretation should one give to the results presented in the previous section,
which conclusions can one draw with regard to round time finishing, and which ones with regard to goal setting?

First, there is solid evidence on round time finishing for both genders and across races. It also seems clear, from previous studies
and the abundant supply of training plans with target times, that many runners set time goals before the start of a race. They
have at least single-stage goals and connection C1 seems plausible. A second clear result is that for none of the dimensions studied
(participation, run longer distances, run faster), I find evidence that runners who finish within a round time perform better in future
races than runners who finish just after this round time. Does this show that runners have single-stage goals but no multiple stage
end goals? Not exactly. Note that the runners in the round time intervals and comparison intervals that I compare complete the
race in almost the same time. The only observable difference between the two groups is that – by construction – runners in the first
group did meet the round time finish and runners in the second group just missed it. Hence, we can conclude that meeting or just
missing a round time does not affect future performance in the dimensions that I consider. We cannot conclude that both groups
group have not formulated multiple stage end goals as we would also observe no difference in future performance when both groups
have formulated similar multiple stage end goals.

But if it is not with an eye on future performance, why do runners then excessively try to finish within a round time? The most
plausible explanation is that runners do indeed receive some immediate gratification from having managed (and possibly telling
others) to complete a certain distance within X0 min and 00 s. Runners able to attain the round time finish without much additional
effort will do so, those who do not will end up in the comparison interval. Differences in immediate gratification can also explain
some of the differences in round time finishing that we observed for different subgroups. More round time finishing for ambitious
round times can be plausibly explained by assuming that the immediate payoff of finishing 10k in 30 min is higher than of finishing
the same distance in 80 min. Is round time finishing more prevalent under men than women because men have more self-control
problems and hence benefit more from self-regulation by setting goals, or because men experience a higher jump in utility when
they finish within a round time? My evidence cannot disprove the former but does certainly not rule out the latter. The result that
round time finishing is uncorrelated with running experience also suggests that it is immediate payoff more than self-regulation
which motivates runners to finish at a round time. For the longer distances, the utility payoff of finishing within a round time seems
independent of whether that time is ambitious or unambitious. For the shorter 5k and 10k runs, there only seems to be a positive
reference dependent payoff when the time is in the ambitious zone.
16
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Finally, there is the possibility that in studying whether multiple stage end goals motivate people to set proximate subgoals
his study has looked in the wrong place. Runners may for example not face any significant self-control problems, although the
arge supply of commitment devices and tips suggests otherwise. Second, the end goals that runners set may not be related to the
uture performance metrics that I use. Third, although the data cover a wide range of runs over a long period, it does not observe
hat training runners do in between registered runs. A possibility is that runners formulate subgoals for the unobserved training

essions and single-race end goals for the registered runs in which they participate. If so, there will be no strong correlation between
utcomes in official runs, despite the use of self-imposed subgoals.
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